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According to Stabler's (1998), Industry Week article:
In January of 1994, the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) created the largest single free trade market in the world
containing well over 360 million consumers. By dropping the trade
barriers between Mexico, the United States and Canada, the forward
thinking governments of these nations opened the door to possibilities that
then, could only be imagined (p. 42).
Furthermore, Stabler's (1998) article focused on Mexican and
Canadian trade with Oklahoma and neighboring states.
In 1996, nearly one-third of all goods imported to and exported
from the U.S. were traded with Canada and Mexico, and the total trade
with these countries was in excess of $421 billion. Total exports to
Mexico from the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa and
Michigan stood at $32 billion by the close of 1996. Total exports to
Canada from the same six states were in excess of $30.5 billion. It is
interesting to note that well over 50 percent of the United States' exports to
Mexico during 1996 were from these six centrally located states. In
addition, well over 23 percent of all U.S. exports to Canada came from the
same six states (p. 42).
Today's economy is no longer the domestic economy of our forefathers. In order
to compete in today's business climate you must broaden your horizons and seek markets
outside the United States. Consumers are worldwide and so are the markets that serve
them. U.S. companies can no longer survive just serving U.S. consumers. How do U.S.
petroleum pipeline manufacturer's stay in business considering the U.S. oil boom
occWTed in the 1930's, 40's and 50's? They serve an international market, the domestic
market that once existed is no more. According to Baker (1996), in the mid-1930's
Grandma Cornelia Marshall began selling her homemade pies to local communities.
Today Grandma Cornelia's pies are known as Bama Pies and are made in Tulsa,
Oklahoma for McDonald's restaurants in the U.S. and 21 countries abroad. It is
international markets and global finns that help sustain our domestic economic growth.
Market growth means more jobs to generate more products to distribute to more
consumers (Stabler, 1998).
As international trade begins to playa major role in the U.S. economy,
each state's economy fulfills a substantial part of that role. Some states are big players in
the trading game while others are either slow to follow or participate on a smaller scale.
What detennines a state's level of participation in the trading game? Industry, resources,
economic status, geographical location, education as well as many other factors help to
dctennine the global trading status of a state. Regardless of trading status, it is important
for the state's economic survival to encourage technological advancement and growth
resulting from international trade among neighboring states and the nation as a whole if it
is to maintain or establish a competitive economy. Observation, today, indicates we live
in a competitive global economy, therefore, we have no choice but to improve our
competitive edge.
Statement of the Problem
The essentiality for Oklahoma's food and agricultural industry to be a competitive
member of our global economy has raised questions about our competitiveness.
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Interstate 35 runs through Oklahoma, making it a prime location to be a competitive
exporter to our NAFTA partners. However, with U.S. exports to the NAFTA partners
continuing to increase annually the amount of traffic congestion at the borders increase.
This increase could result in Oklahoma companies loosing interest in exporting due to
long waits at the borders only to be denied right of passage due to packaging, labeling
and other small detailed mistakes. In addition, industries pay for their products to be
transported to the buyer in Mexico or Canada and the products set at the border for days
waiting to pass NAFTA regulations and they arrive late or perish before reaching their
destination. With talks of a NAFTA corridor possibly opening on Interstate 35 to relieve
congestion at the borders, it is important to determine if the proposed trade route will
have an effect on Oklahoma's food and agricultural industry's decision to export. It is
equally important to assess their current position in the export market, if any, and what
types of export information and assistance industries are aware of and using to help make
them more competitive exporters.
Rationale for the Study
Oklahoma is not the only state that Interstate 35 runs through. Five other state's
house parts of the interstate that runs from Mexico to Canada, making it the prime route
traveled by exporting industries. A proposed NAFTA trade corridor on 1-35 could
increase the competitive edge of whichever state it was located in. In order to entice
legislators to consider Oklahoma for the proposed corridor we must first detennine
Oklahoma's competitiveness as an exporting state and detennine the perceived effect that
a corridor would have on food and agricultural industries in Oklahoma.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to assess the status of the food and
agricultural industry in a competitive global economy, as perceived by Oklahoma food
and agriculture product processors.
Objectives
In order to accomplish the purpose of this study, the following objectives were
established:
1) To determine current exporting status of selected food processors and
agricultural producers in Oklahoma;
2) To determine the destination of exports from Oklahoma's food and
agricultural industry;
3) To determine the role export's had on company sales of Oklahoma food and
agriculture exporters;
4) To define the reasons why Oklahoma food and agriculture industries are not
exporting;
5) To describe the perceived effects of a NAFTA corridor on Interstate 35
influencing food processors and agriculture producers decision in exporting;
6) To detennine the sources of export information and assistance being utilized
by Oklahoma food and agriculture industries;
7) To detennine the export educational needs as perceived by Oklahoma food
and agriculture product exporters;
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8) To determine the importance of available export services as perceived by
Oklahoma food and agriculture product exporters; and
9) To determine the value of selected export programs and services as perceived
by Oklahoma food and agriculture industries.
Scope of the Study
The scope of this study consisted of established food and agricultural product
producers and processors in the state of Oklahoma.
Definitions
The following terms are defined as they apply to this study:
Global Economy - the management of the resources of the world, esp. with a
view to its productivity.
International Trade - the trade of goods and services among two or more
countries in the world.
Tfade or NAFTA Corridor - a trade or NAFTA center located in the U.S. that will
allow U.S. exporters to pass NAFTA and country customs while still in the U.S.
Trade Route - a stretch of highways and interstates that connect Mexico, U.S. and
Canada.
Trade Show - a business event, usually taking place in various different countries,
that allow producers and manufacturers to show off their goods and services to





The purpose of this chapter was to provide a background of Oklahoma's economy
and current exporting status in comparison with the U.S. and its neighboring states.
In order to accomplish the intent of this study, the literature review was divided
into five major categories impacting Oklahoma's export trade competitiveness and a
summary for the purposes of organization and clarity: l) Oklahoma's Economy, 2)
Oklahoma's International Trade, 3) Oklahoma's Agriculture, 4) Proposed Trade Route, 5)
Oklahoma's Export Future, and 6) a Summary.
Oklahoma's Competitiveness
To better compare Oklahoma's exporting competitiveness with it's neighboring
states we must study Oklahoma's economic, international and agricultural perfonnance in
conjunction with these states and the global economy.
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Oklahoma's Economy
In the past few years Oklahoma's economy has seen it's share of "highlights" and
"lowlights". According to the Oklahoma Department of Commerce Good News/Bad
News on-line article (ODOC 1995),
Oklahoma's employment growth beginning in 1989, outpaced the
nation every year except 1994 and 1997. In addition, the unemployment
rate continues to be below national levels with a 1996 rate of 4.1 % as
compared to the 5.4% recorded nationally. However, compared to it's
neighboring states (Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri,
New Mexico and Texas) Oklahoma ranks sixth out of eight with an
11.26% change in employment growth from 1993 -1997.
The number of new business incorporations in Oklahoma grew
4.1 % in 1996 and posted the best annual performance in the past decade.
However, through the first seven months of 1997 the total number of
bankruptcies recorded in Oklahoma was up 29% from year ago levels. (p.
1)
In addition, the Oklahoma Department of Commerce's Economic Report for the
State (1997) stated; Oklahoma's employment-to-population ratio is at an historic high. it
remains relatively low when compared to surrounding states. At 41 percent, the ratio of
employment-to-population in Oklahoma is the second lowest in our eight state region,
with surrounding state ratios ranging from as low as 40.5 percent up to 49.6 percent (PA).
According to the Texas Department of Economic Development (1998),
Oklahoma's manufacturing industry employs over 185.000 people making Oklahoma 13th
in the nation and 4th in region for net manufacturing jobs created in the 1990's. In
addition, data printed by the Oklahoma Department of Commerce (ODOC) shows the
Food and Kindred Products industry employs 10 percent of the total Oklahoma
manufacturing jobs (ODOC, 1997). Despite the employment numbers, these employees
continue to have an average manufacturing wage of 0044 cents below the national
manufacturing wage of approximately $12.99 per hour (ODOC, 1997).
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Oklahoma's International Trade
The Oklahoma Department of Commerce (ODOC) Economic Report for the State
(1997) reported that in 1995 Oklahoma exports of manufactured goods increased less
than $5 thousand over the same time period in 1994. This 0.2 percent increase was well
below the national average of 12.8 percent. The Food and Kindred Products sector
export sales fell 9.88 percent during this same time period. Experts say much of
Oklahoma's declining perfonnance was related to a decline in export sales to Canada and
Mexico. From 1993 to 1995, exports from Oklahoma to Canada declined 19 percent,
while U.S. exports to Canada over this same period increased 26 percent. In addition,
Oklahoma exports to Mexico were down 35 percent while national levels decreased only
9 percent. Excluding Canada and Mexico, Oklahoma manufactured exports increased
10.4 percent showing positive growth potential in the EC (European Community), the
ASEAN region, and Taiwan. As for the rest of the states in the region, Missouri,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas and Kansas all reported decreased state export sales to
Mexico from 1994 - 1995.
Despite the downward shift in exports from 1993 to 1995, ODOC (1997) reported
Oklahoma's export sector rebounded in 1996. Manufactured exports from the state
increased 7.2 percent in 1996. Furthennore, data through the first half of 1997 suggested
exports of manufactured goods were up some .7 percent from 1996 levels for the same
period. The sector posting the most notable improvement during this robust increase was
the Food and Kindred Products sector.
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According to the ODOC's Top 50 Export Markets (1996), Oklahoma's top three
export markets went to Canada ($570,947), Japan ($194 869) and Mexico ($178,690).
Oklahoma's total ]996 state exports to the world reached a little over 2.5 million dollars.
Although 1996 showed a major increase in exports for the state, Oklahoma still held only
0.41 percent of the total export market for the U.S. Oklahoma's neighbors topped out with
Texas holding 7.75 percent of the U.S. export market and bottomed out with New
Mexico claiming only 0.] 5 percent of the total export market.
Oklahoma Agriculture
With 17.1 percent of the state's employment in fann and fann related jobs,
Oklahoma's agriculture plays a significant role in the state's economy. Oklahoma is
predominately known for its black faced cattle and hard red winter wheat. According to
the Oklahoma Fact Sheet printed by the Economic Research Service (1998), in 1997.
cattle ranked as the state's number one agricultural commodity with 45.9 percent of the
state total farm receipts and 5.5 percent of U.S. total value. Hard red winter wheat was
not far behind it with 11.9 percent of the state's total and 5.8 percent of the U.S. total.
The third ranking agricultural commodity for Oklahoma in 1997 was hogs with 9.6
percent of the state's total and 3.2 percent of the U.S. total. Growth in Oklahoma's swine
industry has taken off like a rocket in the past few years. According to Rayfield (1995),
from 1991 to 1994, hog production numbers increased over 210 percent. In addition,
since 1994 the numbers have continued to increase, making Oklahoma a competitive
pork producing state (Rayfield, 1995). In December of 1996 Oklahoma ranked 10th in
the nation for swine inventory with more than 1.3 million hogs and pigs.
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Oklahoma Department of Commerce (1998) data revealed the top five agriculture
exports for 1997 included: Wheat and products ($162.8 mil), Poultry and products ($55.6
mil), Feed grains and products ($45.9 mil), Soybeans and products ($28.8 mil) and Live
animals and meat except poultry ($18.8 mil). Oklahoma ranks lOLh, 15th, 18th, 26Lh , and
30Lh respectively in the U.S. for export of these five commodities according to USDA and
Economic Research Service (1998). On the production scale, Oklahoma ranked as the
nwnber two state in production of hard red winter wheat for 1997 with 178.2 million
bushels, the sixth most productive wheat harvest on record.
In 1995 net fann income in the state dipped below $400 million for
the first time in some ten years. There was a slight improvement in 1996,
but net income remained below $400 million. Much of the decline in
income over this period was related to cattle prices. Between 1994 and
1996 cattle prices fell by approximately 30% (ODOC, 1997).
The Oklahoma Department of Commerce (ODOC) reported this statement in its
1997 Economic Reportfor the State. Oklahoma producers were feeling the crunch from
the fallen cattle prices but "Oh, what a time to be a wheat producer". While 1996 cattle
prices were at there lowest point in ten years, $52.80/cwt, wheat prices were at a record
high with an annual average of $4.92 per bushel. As 1997 began to show some relief on
the cattle prices ($68.33/cwt), wheat prices began to fall. Despite the teeter-totter effect
on cattle and wheat prices, net fann income did increase in 1997. Oklahoma producers
took horne a little above $1.1 billion dollars. Due to extreme drought conditions and low
commodity prices in 1998, cattle and wheat prices dropped immensely leaving producers
at the mercy of emergency government relief funds and free hay programs. By mid
November, Oklahoma's average winter wheat prices had dropped to $2.85/bu and fat
cattle had fallen to $58.30/cwt.
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Proposed Trade Route
With a majority of the Oklahoma and the U.S. agriculttrral and food processing
exports going to Canada and Mexico it is only reasonable to insure safety and efficiency
in the transporting of these products to their final destination. Export goods transported
by truck may sit at the border crossings for days waiting to pass customs. This type of
delay a serious backup at the port entry and substantial financial losses for exporting
companies whose products are being delayed and then refused due to packaging or
labeling restrictions. Realizing the importance of trade and the transportation route taken
by most products entering Canada and Mexico, a group of enterprising government
officials, civic leaders, business executives and a Texas judge formed the North
American Superhighway Coalition (NASCO) in the spring of 1994. The coalition began
as a means to coordinate efforts to gain Congressional approval of an International Trade
Corridor System (ITC) which would...
• Increased research to ensure that technology is used in dealing with increased
traffic demands;
• Creation of International trade processing centers (Continental Gateways) to
streamline trade flow;
• Creation of a "clean corridor" to reduce congestion and improve air quality;
and,
• Encouragement of links among local, state and provincial economies along
the corridor (p.42-44).
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According to an Industry Week (Stabler, 1998) article:
The surface transportation backbone of this tri-national trade
market is a highway network which includes U.S. Interstate highway 35 as
the central spine, along with Interstate highway 29 and other connecting
corridors of international significance. These connecting trade routes
include Interstate 69, 74, 80 and 94, the Pan American highway in Mexico
and the Trans Canadian Highway.
Interstate-35 runs 1585 miles from the intennodal port of Duluth,
through Saint Paul and Minneapolis, Des Moines, Kansas City, Wichita,
Oklahoma City, Dallas and Fort Worth, Austin, San Antonio and on to
Laredo on the U.S./Mexican border. Its direct connection to Interstate 29
out of Kansas City, and its interstate connections to Detroit/Windsor and
Port Huron on the Great Lakes, make this route the most efficient
Interstate highway corridor linking Canada, the United States and Mexico
(p.44).
To decrease air pollution, the Coalition has partnered with the U.S. Department of
Energy, the U.S. Postal Service and the Texas General Land Office in supporting
alternative transportation fuels along Interstate 35. These organizations are working to
establish fueling centers along the corridor to reduce pollution. In addition, the
commercial vehicle inspection and enforcement facilities of each state along the route
will be integrated with the region's advanced traffic management and information
systems to support improved corridor operations. Vehicles will be evaluated along the
trade corridor for compliance with state and federal regulations. Those in compliance
will be given priority to bypass all other state inspection facilities (Stabler, 1998).
How will this trade corridor effect Oklahoma? Interstate-35 runs 250 miles north
and south within the state's border. Companies having direct access to the trade route
and a proposed Oklahoma inspection center could save exporters thousands of dollars in
transportation cost.
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According to an article in Industry Week magazine (Stabler, 1998) Oklahoma
IS ...
Located at the center of the country and having one of the lowest
cost of living and corporate tax burdens in the country. Oklahoma is
ideally positioned to attract transportation-sensitive industries.
Interstate-35 cuts north and south through the state and intersects
Interstate 40, one of the nation's major east/west trade routes, in Oklahoma
City, creating a direct Interstate link to the Great Lakes port regions in
Illinois and Michigan (p. 52).
The state has taken a leadership role in enacting laws which will
aid the state in capitalizing on its location. Oklahoma State Senate
Majority Whip Keith Leftwich sponsored legislation to authorize and
direct the Oklahoma Department of Transportation to enter into
negotiation with other states in the U.S., Mexico and Canada to make
available state-owned right of way along the 250 miles of Interstate 35
within the state. The right of way is being used to facilitate the laying of a
fiber-optic spine along the route. "We would like to see a real-time
intelligent highway system," said Oklahoma Transportation Secretary
Neal McCaleb. "We currently have several lighted (active) strands
capable of providing real-time information on the movement of trucks,
their cargo, schedules and destinations," McCaleb added.
An effort is underway be a group of developers in Purcell,
Oklahoma to create an inland trade center near Wayne, Oklahoma,
utilizing the fiber-optic spine for information gathering and data
transmission. The 260 acre industrial park and transportation center may
ver well become a central hub ofNAFTA trade activity (p. 52).
Oklahoma's Export Future
Oklahoma's export future lies in the hands of owners, operators and managers of
Oklahoma's food processing and agricultural industry. The decision to export is solely
their own. State and federal agencies as well as public and private organizations can only
educate and provide export assistance to Oklahoma's industry owners in hopes that they
will become part of the global economy.
The Oklahoma Department of Commerce (1996) serves as
Oklahoma's lead state agency for economic development. The
Department promotes Oklahoma's economic development in two major
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areas; business assistance and community development. This assistance
involves working closely with local communities and chambers of
commerce, existing industries and domestic and international business
prospects. To achieve this assistance, the Department works with
Oklahoma Futures, the state's 23-member economic development board of
advisors. The Oklahoma Department of Commerce operates offices in
Oklahoma City, Tulsa and California and contracts for representation of
the state in several foreign countries including; Singapore, Korea,
Germany and Mexico (p. 1).
The Department's annual work plan is organized along business lines. These
include:
• Marketing and Sales: Marketing and securing business investment in
Oklahoma. This line of business includes the Business Development
Division, Corporate Sites Division, International Trade and Investment
Division and the Tulsa Division.
• Business Financing: Providing financial resources to new and existing
Oklahoma businesses. The line includes the following; Business
Development Division, Community Affairs and Development Division and
the Tulsa Division.
• Business Services: Providing servIces to Oklahoma businesses (e.g.,
packaging, business plan development, modernization services, etc.).
Included in this line are the Business Development Division and the
Education and New Initiatives Division.
• Global Trade: Assisting Oklahoma businesses to export to foreign countries.
The divisions found in this line are the International Trade and Investment
Division and the Tulsa Division.
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• Community Investment: Enabling Oklahoma Communities to improve their
competitiveness. The Community Affairs and Development Division and the
Education Services and New Initiatives Division are found in this line of the
Department.
• Information Services: Providing information and data to help customers make
sound decisions. The following divisions are found in this line; Business
Development Division, Education Services and New Initiatives Division,
Research and Planning Division, CommunicationlMedia Division and the
International Trade and Investment Division (p. 1-9).
The Oklahoma Department of Agriculture (ODA) has an Market Development
Division that works directly with producers and food processing firms to provide services
and expand markets. The Market Development Division of aDA (1997) assists with
both international and domestic markets. The International Market Development
coordinators specialize in assisting buyers and sellers with information and technical
advice concerning both exports and imports. By working with aDA's International Trade
staff, companies can access:
• A network of USDA's Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) specialists located
in Washington DC,
• A network of FAS managed Agricultural Trade Offices worldwide,
• The Southern United States Trade Association (SUSTA), a state regional trade
association, of which the state is a member,
• Oklahoma Department of Agriculture sponsored seminars and conferences on
various international trade activities,
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• Participation in Oklahoma Department of Agriculture sponsored pavilions at
targeted international trade shows and other international trade events (p. 3).
The Oklahoma International Trade and Investment Division and Oklahoma
Export Assistance Center (1998) is dedicated to increasing the quality and quantity of
Oklahoma jobs by increasing global awareness among Oklahomans, assisting Oklahoma
companies to initiate and expand exports. Encouraging and assisting Oklahoma
companies to grow and invest in international trade has a direct impact on the state's
economy. Their services according to the internet article included:
• Agent/Distributor Search (ADS): Identifying agents, distributors and
representatives in a particular country.
• Commercial Service International Contacts (CSIC) and Commercial News
USA (CNUSA): Worldwide magazine promotion of U.S. products and
services, disseminated to screened agents, distributors, buyers and end-users.
• Capital Resources Assistance: Helps existing companies to locate sources of
funding for export transactions.
• Country Directories of International Contacts (CDIC): Provides contact and
product information on over 70,000 firms abroad interested in U.S. products.
• Customized Market Analysis (CMI): Provides firms with information on
marketing and foreign representation for specific products or services in
selected countries.
• Conferences, seminars and workshops providing information and explanation
on the details of export marketing, financing, shipping, documentation,
insurance, foreign trade laws, etc.
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• Gold Key Service: Market strategy assistance, orientation briefings potential
partner introductions, and interpreters for meetings and foHow-up planning for
Oklahoma finns planning to visit a country.
• European Trade Program: Provides trade leads, displays catalogs at Europe
trade events and advertises in European trade publications.
• Individual Counseling
• International Investment Assistance: Provides one-stop assistance to
international companies considering investment or expansion in the U.S.
• International Buyer Program: Recruits foreign buyers and distributors to
attend U.S. trade shows and coordinates introductions with exhibiting U.S.
finns.
• International Company Profiles: Provides background infonnation on the
reputation and reliability of a prospective trading partner.
• International Market Insights: Provides short profiles of specific foreign
market conditions or opportunities.
• Industry Sector Analysis: Complete analysis reports of a selected industry
sector in a particular country (p. 1-2).
Additional services provided by the Oklahoma International Trade and
Investment Division and Oklahoma Export Assistance Center include: Welcoming and
hosting International visitors and protocol; Japan External Trade Organization;
Identification of companies interested in Joint Venture; Matchmaker Trade Delegations;
Multi-State/Catalog Exhibitions; Oklahoma International Business Faxgram; Oklahoma
Export Center; Oklahoma Sister State and Cities Program; Oklahoma international trade
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bulletin; trade leads; trade show report; trade shows; fairs and exhibitions (p.3 5).
Oklahoma's international marketing offices are located in Singapore, Belgium, Korea,
Mexico and Vietnam.
Despite the increase in assistance available to Oklahoma's food processing and
agricultural industry, still many companies apparently are not interested in exporting. In
1992 the Oklahoma Department of Commerce (Gorin, 1993) conducted the Oklahoma
Business and Industry Survey. This survey looked at Oklahoma industries by SIC code
and size of establishment to determine whether or not these industries were exporting
their products.
The survey identified that 37.7% of all respondents (264 out of
701) claimed exports for their company. Only 22% of the companies with
20 or fewer employees reported exports. Another 36.4% of respondents
with between 21 and 50 employees reported exports. Conversely, some
60% of companies with 50 to 249 workers identified having sales beyond
U.S. boarders, and more than three-quarters of the companies with at least
250 employees reported some amount of foreign sales (p. 1-2).
In the food and kindred products industry (SIC code 20), 27.3 percent of
respondent companies reported exporting their products to a foreign market. Only 6.5
percent of the 20 SIC companies with 20 or fewer employees reported exports. An
additional 26.3 percent companies with 21 to 50 employee's reported exporting products
manufactured by their firms and half of the companies employing 51 to 250 workers said
they were exporting too. The highest percentage of food and kindred product companies
exporting carne from the 251 to 500 employee sector with 66.7 percent (p. 1).
The 1992 survey also asked the Oklahoma businesses if they were interested in
developing new products and the following results occurred.
The survey identified that 72% of all respondents (505 out of 701)
claimed interest in new product development for their company. Only
18
62% of the companies with 20 or fewer employees reported such interest.
Another 76.1 % of respondents with between 21 and 50 employees
reported interest in developing new products. Conversely, some 80% to
85% of companies with 50 to 249 workers identified having interest in
new product development, and more than 90% of the companies with at
least 250 employees reported interest (p. 1).
In the food and kindred product industry (SIC code 20), 72.7 percent of
respondent companies reported an interest in new product development. In regard to
company employment levels, 61.3 percent of companies employing 20 or fewer workers
were interested. Over 63 percent of the companies with 21 to 50 workers and all of the
companies employing 51 to 100 workers were interested in new products. Furthermore,
90 percent of the frrrns hiring 101 to 250 workers indicated an interest while 66.7 percent
of the companies with 251 to 500 workers liked the idea of new products.
Byford and Henneberry (1993), a grain buyer for Cargill and Professor of
Agricultural Economics at Oklahoma State University respectively, conducted a survey
concerning the export decisions of food processing firms in Kansas, Missouri. and
Oklahoma. Byford and Henneberry (1993) found that 17.6 percent ofthe total number of
returned survey's were from firms involved in exporting while an overwhelming 82.4
percent of the respondents had never exported products. The study revealed that only 9.2
percent of the respondent firms from Oklahoma were involved in exporting. This
percentage was well below Missouri and Kansas, with 26.5 percent and 12.4 percent
involved respectively (p. 248).
Of the non-exporting firms that responded to Byford and Henneberry's (1993)
survey, 60.2 percent indicated that they have never considered exporting a possibility for
their firm, or that they are not interested in exporting. One quarter of the respondents
said that they had considered exporting in the past, but for unidentified reasons had only
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explored domestic markets. Only 14.6 percent of the non-exporting respondents
indicated they were currently considering exporting as an option. When the non-
exporters were asked why they didn't export, the primary concern was about the
perishable nature of their product. The second most common reason why the firms did
not export was that they simply are not interested in international sales. Byford and
Henneberry's (1993) study disclosed as many as 8.6 percent of the non-exporting firms
indicated they had received an order from abroad that they decided not to fill.
Byford and Henneberry's (1993) study also revealed 60.2 percent of the non-
exporting respondents had no plans to start exporting in the future~ 25.2 percent had
considered it in the past while 14.6 percent of the non-exporting respondents are currently
considering plans to export in the future. Regardless of their future export plans, over
half of all of non-exporting respondents were unaware that state export programs exist.
Two general conclusions cited in the Agribusiness article by Byford and Henneberry
(1993) revealed...
The first is that, despite slight differences infinn size, age of
primary product, population of metropolitan area, or other demographic
firm characteristics that influence firm behavior, a significant factor in the
export decision is the attitude of upper level managers who make export
decisions. The second conclusion is in regard to export promotions
programs. The kind of services offered are in line with the assistance
exporters indicated they like, but these services do not seem to address
many of the obstacles that are widely experienced by exporters. They also
do little to bring most non-exporting firms into foreign markets, because
the motivational barriers that prevent the majority of these companies
from international sales are not directly affected by export promotion
programs (p. 263).
Byford and Henneberry (1993) were not the only individuals to notice the lack of
enthusiasm for exporting among Oklahoma businesses. In a recent article concerning
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trade along Interstate 35 published in Oklahoma Living (Alford, 1998), Linda
Richardson, an international trade expert, stated:
I think in general, Oklahoma companies, especially small
businesses, have not capitalized on trading opportunities. There are still
certain kinds of documentation and transportation challenges to be
resolved, and proper planning can keep exporting from being more
expensive for smaller companies. There is export assistance available - I
think it may just be a matter of arming companies with the information
they need to make that first export decision (p. 16).
So what does all of this mean for Oklahoma's future? While exports are related to
production, the following is a summary of Oklahoma Bureau of Economic Analysis
Research Service (OBERS) 1995 Gross State Product (OSP) provided the following
projections for Oklahoma and its neighboring states as well as the U.S.
According to OBERS (1995), Oklahoma gross state product growth from 1992 to
2000 will be 1.6 percentage points lower than the U.S. average, with 18.8 percent versus
20.5 percent. Oklahoma's agricultural production is expected to grow by 22.6 percent
between 1992 and 2000, while non-farm production is projected to gain 18.7 percent.
This projected growth for Oklahoma surpasses the U.S. fann product growth by 12.3
percent. However, Oklahoma's non-farm growth will not measure up to the U.S. non-
farm growth at 20.6 percent. This is good for the agricultural sector. In addition, the
Agricultural Services, Forestry, Fishing & Other Industries are projected to grow 12.3
percentage points faster in Oklahoma (57.7%) that in the U.S. (45.4%) as a whole during
1992 to 2000. What about the Food and Kindred Products Industry, Oklahoma is
projected to gain 25.6 percent while the U.S. will be declining 25.1 percent (p. 1-5).
Compared to its neighboring states, according to the Bureau of Economic
Analysis (1995) predictions of gross state product percentage change from 1992 to 2005.
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Oklahoma is ranked third with 37 percent growth while Colorado (40%), New Mexico
(40%), Texas (38%) rank above and Louisiana (19%), Missouri (15%), Arkansas (14.7%)
and Kansas (11.2%) rank below. As for the Agricultw"al Services, Forestry and Fishing
lndustry states in the region ranked from highest to lowest were as follows: New Mexico
(97%), Oklahoma (96%), Colorado, (95.5%), Kansas (89.1 %), Arkansas (82.1 %) Texas
(82%), Missouri (77.5%) and Louisiana (73.8%). In the area of Food and Kindred
Products, Oklahoma and New Mexico are tied for the lead with 33 percent growth from
1992 to 2005. The rest of the states follow accordingly; Arkansas (32.8%), Kansas
(32.5%), Colorado (25.1 %), Missouri (22%), Texas (20%) and Louisiana (18.5%) (p. 1).
Swnmary
This chapter has provided background information concerning the following five
major categories 1) Oklahoma's Economy, 2) Oklahoma's International Trade, 3)
Oklahoma Agriculture, 4) Proposed Trade Route and 5) Oklahoma's Export Future.
While the Oklahoma economy seems to be on the rise in comparison to the
nation, Oklahoma continues to trail behind when compared to its neighboring states.
Although the Food and Kindred Products industry has strong numbers in employment, 10
percent of the total Oklahoma manufacturing jobs, the average manufacturing wage is
below the national average manufacturing wage. These declining effects may have been
due to the decrease in state manufactured exports to Canada and Mexico during 1993 to
1995. However, with Oklahoma's manufacturing industry rebounding in 1996 and 1997
a better future may be shaping up for manufacturing employees.
Even though manufacturing in Oklahoma was showing signs of decreasing
production in comparison to surrounding states, Oklahoma agriculture was moving in a
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more positive direction. Increasing production of hard red winter wheat, pork and b ef
were major production indicators during the mid to late '90's. Oklahoma ranks third,
ninth and fourth. nationally concerning these respective commodities, while, farm income
and commodity prices were moving in the opposite direction. With cattle and wheat
prices at all-time lows, producers were feeling the cnmch in both production costs and
low commodity prices.
There may be a light at the end of this tunnel, with talks of a 'trade route' opening
in the U.S. to anow exporters to pass trade and border customs before reaching country
borders. The proposed trade route would travel 250 miles through Oklahoma allowing
food processors and agricultural producers to regain their markets through exports.
However, past interest among Oklahoma food and agricultural product exporters has not
been as high as its neighboring states. Despite the endless amount of export assistance
available to industries and producers, the first step towards international exposure of their




The purpose of this chapter was to describe the methods and procedures used to
conduct the study. The purpose of this study was to assess the status of the food and
agricultural industry in a competitive global economy, as perceived by Oklahoma food
and agriculture product processors.
In order to accomplish the purpose it was necessary to determine a population and
develop an instrument, which would obtain the information needed to fulfill the study
objectives. A procedure for data collection was established and methods to analyze the
data were selected.
Objectives of the Study
In order to accomplish the purpose of the study, the following objectives were
established with regard to the study population:
I) To determine current exporting status of selected food processors and
agricultural producers in Oklahoma;
2) To determine the destination of exports from Oklahoma's food and
agricultural industry;
3) To determine the role export's had on company sales of Oklahoma food and
agriculture exporters;
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4) To define the reasons why Oklahoma food and agriculture industries are not
exporting~
5) To describe the perceived effects of a NAFTA corridor on Interstate 35
influencing food processors and agriculture producers decision in exporting;
6) To determine the sources of export information and assistance being utilized
by Oklahoma food and agriculture industries~
7) To determine the export educational needs as perceived by Oklahoma food
and agriculture product exporters;
8) To determine the importance of available export services as perceived by
Oklahoma food and agriculture product exporters; and
9) To determine the value of selected export programs and services as perceived
by Oklahoma food and agriculture industries.
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
Federal regulations and Oklahoma State University policy require review and
approval of all research studies that involve human subjects before investigators can
begin their research. The Oklahoma State University Office of University Research
Services (lRB) conducts this review to protect the rights and welfare of human subjects
involved in biomedical and behavioral research. In compliance with the aforementioned
policy, this study received the proper surveillance and was granted permission to proceed.
This research was assigned the following research project number: AG-98-012. A copy
of the IRB approval form was presented in Appendix A.
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Population
The population for this study consisted of 546 Oklahoma food and agricultural
product processors and producers. The population was randomly selected from the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture's (ODA) 1995 Oklahoma Food and Agricultural
Industry Directory, ODA's 1997 Oklahoma Agricultural Products Export Directory, and
the company list provided by the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture and Oklahoma
food and agricultural companies listed in the yellow pages of the Internet.
Of the 546 questionnaires mailed, 52 were returned completed indicating a 9.5
percent response rate. The 52 respondents participating in this study were a self selected
sample of the total population of potential respondents.
Development of the Instrument
Various methods of data collection were considered and the mailed questionnaire
was determined to be the most appropriate to satisfy the objectives of the study. The
large geographic area made personal interviews and phone surveys unfeasible and too
time consuming to incorporate in this study. In developing the instrument to satisfy the
objectives of the study, the first step was to review and evaluate instruments used in
related studies. Those specifically reviewed included those developed by Byford and
HeIUleberry (1993).
Upon the completion of the review of selected questioIUlaires, the researcher and
members of the graduate committee compiled and revised questions addressing nine
major issues. The questions relative to Oklahoma's competitive status in a global
environment addressed current exporting status, export destinations, company sales
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attributed by exports, reasons for not exporting, influence to export, export
information/assistance, and perceived educational needs, importance of export services,
and value of export programs and services.
Graduate research committee members from the Departments of Agricultural
Education, Communications, and 4-H Youth Development and Agricultural Economics
in the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources at Oklahoma State
University reviewed the initial set of questions.
Throughout the process of designing and developing the instrument, the length of
the survey was of concern. The instrument was designed to require about ten minutes of
the processor/producer's time to provide the needed information. It was also determined
by the researcher and thesis adviser to send the questionnaire in booklet form, which
added to the ease of reviewing on the part of the potential respondents. It was a major
concern during the development of the instrument that it be easily read and include
relevant questions, as well as, not imposing time constraints on the respondents.
The twelve item mail questionnaire consisted of nine parts: 1) demographic
characteristics, 2) destination of exports, 3) the role export's play in company sales, 4)
reasons for not exporting, 5) perceived effects of a NAFTA corridor on Interstate 35
influencing their decision in exporting, 6) sources of export information and assistance,
7) perceived educational needs, 8) importance of available export services and 9)
perceived value of selected export programs and services. The survey consisted of
forced response type questions. The twelve forced response items addressed "yes" or
"no", selecting the appropriate response, and rank order questions/statements. Nominal,
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interval, ordinal and a four-point "Likert-type" scale were the scales utilized in acquiring
potential responses.
Question one of the instrument included a single forced answer item designed to
gather demographic information concerning the current export status of food processors
and producers. The information was collected using forced response items that utilized a
combination of both nominal scale and interval scale. Question two of the instrument
pertained to exporter's only and included three questions, which were designed to
determine the destination of exports and the percentage of exports to our NAFTA
partners. These questions were all forced response items, with all three questions
utilizing an interval scale. In addition to question two, items three. four and five
pertained only to exporters. Item five involved the use of an interval scale, which was
designed to determine the percentage of company sales derived from exports. Question
six involved a single forced response item which asked respondents to rank order one to
six specific reasons why they chose no to export. The remaining sections of the
questionnaire were designed to gather information from both exporters and non-
exporters. ltem seven was employed to ascertain the perceived effects of 1-35 becoming a
"NAFTA corridor" and whether or not it would influence the respondents' decision to
export. Item eight asked the potential respondents to indicate the sources of information
and assistance their firms used for exporting. Question nine involved the use of an
ordinal scale asking the study participants to rank their responses one to eleven according
to their perceived educational need for entry into or expansion in export markets. The
instructions associated with item ten directed potential respondents to rank a list of export
services one to sex regarding the perceived importance of the specific service to their
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company. This question was developed to detennine which existing export services were
considered important to finns entering or already involved in international markets.
Question eleven employed a nominal scale to determine whether or not potential
respondents perceived their finns' willingness to pay for exporting services. Item twelve
addressed the perceived value of selected export and educational services among
potential respondents. A four-point "Likert-type" scale was used to ascertain the
respondents' perceived value. The categories of value were "Extremely Valuable",
"Valuable", "Some Value" and "No Value".
Collection of Data
The questionnaire was duplicated in booklet form and a packet distributed
through the U.S. Mail during November 1997 to Oklahoma food processors and
agricultural producers. The packet included a cover letter explaining the purpose of the
research and the intent of the study, the questionnaire, and a postage-paid envelope for
the return of the completed survey. The surveys were coded for the purposes of
conducting follow-up mailing. The respondents were advised of their voluntary
responses and the strict confidentially regarding any or all of their responses to the survey
as well as all findings being reported in the aggregate ..
Thirteen surveys were re-mailed in a second mailing due to incorrect addresses.
No follow-up was conducted, since this was a time sensitive study and part of a six state
study forr the International Trade Extension to Rural Communities of the Mid-Continent
(INTERCOM). The cut off date for responses was determined to be February 15, 1998.
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Analysis of Data
The study population of food processors and agricultural producers all had the
opportunity to participate in the study; therefore, descriptive statistics were used to
analyze these data. According to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), "Descriptive statistics are
nwnbers which are used to describe infonnation or data, or those techniques used to
calculate those nwnbers" (p. 172). Descriptive statistics were utilized to analyze the data
collected from the questionnaire.
Frequency distributions, percentages, means, standard deviations and overall
ranks were the statistics used in this study to describe the responses of the study
participants.
All data were analyzed by the Department of Agricultural Economics' Computer
Center at Oklahoma State University, 408 Agriculture Hall, under the specific direction
of Mr. Preston Rash.
To report and describe the data acquired in question twelve of the survey,
categories/levels of perceived value were derived via a "Likert-type" scale. Therefore,
rrwnerical values were assigned and real limits were established as shown in Table I.
TABLE I
A DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMERICAL VALVES ASSIGNED AND REAL


















Presentation and Analysis of Data
The purpose of this study was to assess the status of the food and agricultural
industry as perceived by food processors and agricultural producers in Oklahoma as they
relate to Oklahoma's competitiveness in a global economy.
Data were collected during the Fall of 1997 and the Spring of 1998. Fifty-two
(9.5 percent) food processors and agricultural producers responded to the survey. The
objective of this chapter was to present data in a graphic and succinct manner which were
used to detennine the current status of Oklahoma's food and agricultural product
processing in a competitive global envirorunent.
Population
The population for this study consisted of 546 Oklahoma food processors and
agricultural producers. The population was selected from the Oklahoma Department of
Agriculture's (ODA) 1995 Oklahoma Food and Agricultural Industry Directory, ODA's
1997 Oklahoma Agricultural Products Export Directory, and the company list provided
by the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture and Oklahoma food and agricultural
companies listed in the yellow pages on the Internet. The 52 (9.5 percent) respondents in
this study were a self selected sample, which were derived from the total 546 Oklahoma
food processors and agricultural producers.
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Demographic Characteristics
The data shown in Table II revealed that over 67 percent of Oklahoma food
processors and agricultural producers were not exporting their products, while 32.6
percent were exporting. These data also indicated that only 5.8 percent of the non-
exporters were currently working on developing an export market for their product. In
addition, over half of the exporters had been exporting their products for more than ten
years.
TABLE II
A DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY EXPORT STATUS
Export Status N=52 Percentage (%)
My company does not export 32 61.5
My company does not currently export but is working
on developing an export market 3 5.8
Under 1 year 2 3.8
1-5 years 2 3.8
5-10 years 4 7,7
More than 10 years 9 17.3
Total 52 100.0
Destination of Exports
Table III was constructed to provide a summary of the export destination of
products among current exporting firms and food processors and agricultural producers
which indicated an interest in becoming exporters. Respondents were asked if they were
exporting to either of the United States' NAFTA partners, Mexico and Canada, both or
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neither. According to their responses, forty perc~nt of the processors and producers were
currently or will be exporting their products to both Mexico and Canada. Ten percent
were not exporting or planning to export to either country, and an additional ten percent
of processor and producers were uncertain as to the destination of their exports.
TABLE III
A DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD AND PRODUCT EXPORTS BY COUNTRY OF
DESTINATION
Country Destination N=20 Percentage (%)
Export to Mexico 5 25
Export to Canada 3 15
Export to Mexico and Canada 8 40
Do not export to either country 2 10
Uncertain 2 10
Total 20 100
The data in Table IV revealed that half of the "Under one year" exporting
processors and producers export their products to both Mexico and Canada while the
other half did not export to either country. Fifty percent of the processors and producers
who indicated one to five years and six to ten years of involvement in the export market
reported their products were primarily destined for to Canadian markets while the other
half of the exporters disclosed that their products were going to both Canada and Mexico.
In addition, 44.4 percent of the goods produced by processors and producers that have
more than 10 years experience in the export market were being exported primarily to
Mexico. In the over ten-year export group, more than 33 percent indicated their products
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were going to both Canada and Mexico. However, one (11.1 percent) participant in the
more than ten-year export group was uncertain with regard to his products destination,
while one (11.1 percent) producer/processor disclosed his products were going to a
market other then Mexico or Canada.
TABLE IV
A SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS LENGTH OF INVLOLVEMENI IN THE EXPORT
MARKET BY EXPORT DESTINATION
Number of Years in Export Market
Export .:s.l 1..:..2 6 - 10 >10
Destination N=2 (%) N=2 (%) N=4 (%) N=9 (%)
Mexico 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 44.4
Canada 0 0 I 50 2 50 0 a
Both Mexico & I 50 I 50 2 50 3 33.3
Canada
Neither Mexico or 1 50 0 a 0 0 I 11.1
Canada
Uncertain 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 11.1
Total 2 100 2 100 4 100 9 lOa
Table V was developed to provide additional infonnation about the destination of
exports. This section of the questionnaire pertained only to food processors and
agricultural producers who were currently exporting. When asked the percentage of their
exports going to Mexico and Canada; 70.6 percent of the 17 exporting processors and
producers stated 25 percent or less of their products were exported to Mexico. In
addition, eleven of the seventeen (64.7 percent) exporting respondents indicated 25
percent or less of their goods were exported to Canada. No respondent reported
exporting more than 25 percent of their goods to either Mexico or Canada. Of the 17
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exporting respondents; two reported they were not exporting to either Mexico or Canada
four revealed they exported to Mexico, three reported their products being exported to
Canada and one was uncertain as to where their exports were marketed. The remaining
seven respondents reported exporting to both Mexico and Canada.
TABLE V
A SUMMARY OF THE RESPONDENTS' PORTION OF TOTAL REVENUES






















Export Influence On Company Sales
The data shown in Table VI described the influence exports have on reported
company sales by the nwnber of years in the export market. All of the food processors
and agriculture producers that had been in the export market for under one year and one
to five years reported 25 percent or less of their total company sales coming from the
export market. In addition, one half of the food processors and agriculture producers who
had been exporting for six to ten years also reported 25 percent or less of their total sales
coming from exports. Furthermore, about one/fourth of the six to ten year exporter group
reported 26-50 percent of their total sales were from exports annually, while revealing 51
to 75 percent of their total sales in the last quarter were primarily from export markets.
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Surprisingly, over 88 percent of the food processors and agriculture producers who had
been exporting for more than ten years reported 25 percent or less of their total sales
being derived from exports, while only one (11.1%) firm reported 76-100 percent of their
total sales originated from export markets.
TABLE VI
A DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD PROCESSORS AND AGRICULTURE PRODUCERS
REGARDING TOTAL SALES DERIVED FROM EXPORTS BY NUMBER OF
YEARS IN THE EXPORT MARKET




Percent of Total Sales from Exports
26 to 50% 51 to 75%
N % N %
76 to 100%
N %
Less Than One Year
One to Five Years
Six to Ten Years














The data revealed in Table VII reported the distribution of factors that discourage
exporting as perceived by non-exporting food processors and agricultural producers.
Item six on the survey instrument asked potential respondents to rank the factors which
discouraged exporting from one to six. The factor with the highest overall ranking which
seemed to discourage non-exporters most from entering the export market was the
"financial cost of developing a market". "Lack of information about entering the export
market" was ranked second, while "not interested in exporting" ranked third. The lowest
ranked factors of discouragement indicated were responses to "other" which included;
"bagels do not export well and we are at maximum capacity with exporting", "lack of
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market', "political b.s.", "perishable product", 'protected franchised territory for
distribution of product", "the nature of our business, fund nusmg, would not be
compatible", "variations in electrical current provided", "cost of transportation", and "not




A SUMMARY OF NON-EXPORTING RESPONDENTS' PERCEIVED RANKS OF FACTORS DISCOURAGING
PARTICIPATION IN EXPORT MARKETS BY SELECTED FACTORS
Hie.hest Rank Lowest Rank Total




Selected Factor N % N % N % N % N % N %
Lack of information on
entering the export
3 8.6 7 20 4 11.4 I 2.9 I 2.9 19 54.3 35 100
4.34 2
market
Financial Cost of 4.00
developing a market 8 22.9 2 5.7 6 17.1 2 5.7 a 0.0 17 48.6 35 100
Lack of information on 4.54 4
foreign market needs 4 I\.4 2 5.7 4 11.4 5 14.3 I 2.9 19 54.3 35 100
w Concerns on receiving00
payment, exchange rates, 3
8.6 2 5.7 3 8.6 5 14.3 2 5.7 20 57.1 35 100
4.74 5
etc.
Not interested in 4.37 3
exporting 10 28.6 0 0.0 a 0.0 I 2.9 5 14.3 19 54.3 35 100
Other 6 17.1 2 5.7 0 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 27 77.1 35 100 4.91 6
Influence On Exports
The data presented in Table VIII represented the information gathered to fulfill
the second objective of the study, to detennine the influence of a proposed "NAFTA
corridor" on 1-35 would have on Oklahoma's food and agricultural industry's processors
and producers to either export or increase exports of their products. Over seventeen
percent of the 44 respondents to this question reported that a designated NAFTA corridor
would influence them to increase their exports to our NAFTA partners. Ten percent of
the non-exporters stated it would influence them to begin exporting and over 32 percent
of the respondents indicated they would not be influenced on their decision to export
while the remaining respondents were uncertain of any influence.
TABLE VII
A SUMMARY OF THE RESPONDENTS PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE
EFFECTS OF A TRADE CORRIDOR'S INFLUENCE ON EXPORT DECISIONS
BY FACTORS OF INFLUENCE
Factors of lnfluence
Influence to increase exports
Influence to begin exporting
















Table IX was constructed to provide a summary of the sources of export
information and assistance being used by food processors and agricultural producers.
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The question in the survey was open to exporters and non-exporters who have ever
sought or received any information and/or assistance on exporting. Respondents were
asked to mark all of the sources from which they have acquired information and/or
assistance. Thirty-one respondents replied, indicating they had utilized sixty-six marked
sources. The list of sources included state and federal agencies as well as private
organizations. Twenty (30.3%) of the respondents expressed the most popular source of
export information and assistance for them was the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture,
while nine (13.6%) food processors and agriculture producers stated the Oklahoma
Department of Commerce was their choice for export assistance, making ODOC the
second most popular choice overall. In addition, seven (10.6%) respondents revealed the
u. S. Department of Commerce was their preference for export assistance and
information. No respondent indicated seeking any information from the County
Commissioners Office. While most state and federal export information sources were
highly sought after, other sources did not attract many inquiries. Only two (3.0%) study
participants indicated using the Small Business Development Center, Tulsa World Trade
Association and the Center for International Trade & Development as sources for
information and assistance.
TABLE IX
A SUMMARY OF THE RESPONDENTS' USE OF SELECTED SOURCES OF
EXPORT INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE BY SOURCE
Source oflnfonnation
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture (ODA)
Oklahoma Department of Commerce










Export Info. and Assistance Sources
TABLE IX (Continued)
N=66 Percentage (%)
U. S. Department of Agriculture's Foreign Ag Serv
Oklahoma City International Trade Association
Other
County Extension Office
Local Chamber of Commerce
Web Sites
Tulsa World Trade Association
Small Business Development Center
Center for International Trade & Development
U. S. Small Business Administration





























In order to assist Oklahoma food processors and agricultural producers with
beginning or expanding into export markets, it was important to understand the areas in
which they need assistance. The data shown in Table X represents the processors and
producers perceived educational needs for entry or expansion into the export market.
Respondents were asked to rank eleven export topics according to their perceived needs,
with one being the area in which they perceived the greatest need for training/education
and eleven the lowest. The training need which attracted the most interest and ranked as
the most important educational among study respondents was "Small Business
Opportunities in Exporting" followed by "Overseas Contacts with Foreign Markets."
"Getting Started in Exporting" and "NAFTA Export Regulations" tied for third overall,
while "How to Expand Your Export Markets" and "Financing International Trade
Development" were ranked fourth and fifth respectively. While most respondents
focused their educational needs around assistance needed for initial involvement in
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exporting, some respondents did have legitimate concerns about «Cultural Information"
and "Language Training." However, these two educational needs ranked toward the
bottom with an overall ranks of eight and nine respectively.
TABLE X
A SUMMARY OF THE RESPONDENTS' RANKINGS OF PERCEIVED
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS FOR ENTRY OR EXPANSION INTO THE EXPORT
MARKET BY SELECTED TRAINING TOPIC
Selected Highest Rank Lowest Rank Mean Overall




N I 1 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 18




N 2 I 1 1 1 I 5 3 0 0 19
% 6.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 15.2 9.1 0 0 57.6
Getting
Started in 5.58 3
Exporting
N 9 4 2 I I 1 2 3 I 0 9




N 7 6 3 2 I 1 3 1 0 0 9
% 21.2 182 9.1 6.1 3.0 3.0 9.1 3.0 0 0 27.3
Trade Show
Schedules & 7.79 8
Information
N 3 0 0 4 I 4 1 6 0 0 14
% 9.1 0 0 12.1 3.0 12.1 3.0 18.2 0 0 42.4
Financing
6.30 4Inl'l Trade
N 4 2 2 4 2 6 2 1 0 0 10
% 12.1 6.1 6.1 12.1 6.1 18.2 6.1 3.0 0 0 30.3
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TABLE X (Continued)
Highest Rank Lowest Rank Mean Overall
Export Topic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Score Rank
Overseas
5.36 2Contacts
N 7 4 5 3 0 I 2 2 0 0 9
% 21.2 12.1 15.2 9.1 0 3.0 6.1 6.1 0 0 27.3
Expanding
Your Export 6.76 5
Market
N 3 0 3 4 5 2 3 2 0 0 II




N 6 4 3 4 2 3 0 1 0 1 9




N 4 1 0 3 5 2 3 I 0 0 14
% 12.1 3.0 0 9.1 15.2 6.1 9.1 3.0 0 0 42.4
Other 10.30 10
N 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 30
% 3.0 0 3.0 0 0 3.0 0 0 0 0 90.9
Export service providers offer a variety of services to companies/finns entering or
expanding international markets. Item ten on the survey was designed to detennine
which services were considered a priority to food processors and agricultural producers.
Respondents were provided with a list of services currently available, and were asked to
prioritize the list from one to six, with one being most important to their company. The
data in Table XI showed the respondents ranked the "lnfonnation and Tectrnical
Assistance" service as the most important to them, while "Supply and Demand




A SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS' RANKINGS OF CURRENT SERVICE PRIORITIES
BY SELECTED EXPORT SERVICES PROVIDED
Highest Rank Lowest Rank Total Mean Mean
I 2 3 4 5 6 Responded Score Rank
Export Services Provided N % N % N % N % N % N % N %
Training and Mentoring 7 21.9 4 12.5 5 15.6 4 12.5 4 12.5 6 25 32 100 3.19 3
Education and Internships I 3.1 3 9.4 4 12.5 8 25 5 15.6 II 34.4 32 100 4.44 5
Food Safety and
1 3.1 2 6.3 4 12.5 7 21.9 6 18.8 12 37.5 32 100 4.59 6Environmental Analytical
Information and Technical




9 28.1 8 25 5 15.6 I 3.1 5 15.6 4 12.5 32 100 2.91 2
~ Networking
International L:xtension a a 6 18.8 7 21.9 5 15.6 4 12.5 10 31.3 32 100 4.16 4and Trade
The data in Table XII indicated whether or not the respondents were willing to
pay for the exporting services/assistance. Only two (4.9%) respondents expressed a
willingness to pay for services rendered, while 34.1 percent were not willing to pay.
However, 23 (56.1%) of the respondents stated it depended on the fee and service
offered, and two (4.9%) were uncertain.
TABLE XII
A SUMMARY OF WHETHER OR NOT RESPONDENTS WERE WILLING TO
PAY FOR INTERNATIONAL EXPORT SERVICES BY SELECTED RESPONSE
Selected Response N=41 Percentage (%)
Yes 2 4.9
No 14 34.1




The last question of the survey asked respondents who were willing to pay for
export services and educational programming to place a value on a list of
services/educational progranuning for which their company/firm would be willing to pay.
Respondents were given a selected list of ten service/educational programming topics to
rate on a "Likert-type" scale using the following categories of value: "Extremely
Valuable," "Valuable," "Some Value," "No Value." The strongest level of value
indicatedin this section was for, "Overseas contacts with foreign markets." Overall, a
mean score of 2.92 among the food processors and agricultural producers who responded
reflected the perception that "Overseas Contacts with Foreign Markets" was a "Valuable"
service. Exactly 72 percent of the processors and producers either found this particular
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service/educational programming to be "valuable" or "extremely valuable." However,
twelve percent of the respondents found "no value" regarding "Overseas Contacts with
Foreign Markets".
The next highest level of value indicated among the respondents was "Small
Business Opportunities in Exporting." This topic also received an "Valuable" rating as
determined by the overall mean score of 2.83. Over 65 percent of respondents found the
topic to be "Valuable" or "Extremely Valuable" while only 8.7 percent said it was of "No
Value".
The third, fourth and fifth rated topics, ''NAFTA Export Regulations," "Financing
International Trade Development" and "Getting Started in Exporting" were all found
"Valuable" with mean scores of 2.79, 2.75 and 2.74 respectively. "Language Training"
was rated as "Some Value" with a mean score of 2.41. The topic having the lowest rating
was 'Trade Show Schedules and Information" with a mean score of2.23.
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TABLE XlII
A SUMMARY OF THE RESPONDENTS' PERCEIVED VALUE OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR WHICH YOUR
FIRM WAS WILLING TO PAY BY SELECTED EXPORT SERVICE PROVIDED
Distribution of Respondents by Degree of Value
Extremely Some No
Valuable Valuable Value Value Total Total Mean Category Standard
Selected Export Service(s) N % N % N % N % N % Score of Value Deviation
Overseas Contacts with Foreign
8 32.0 10 40.0 4 16.0 3 12.0 25 100.0 2.92 Valuable 845
Markets
Small Business Opportunities in
6 26.1 9 39.1 6 26.1 2 8.7 23 100.0 2.83 Valuable 743
Exporting
NAFTA Export Regulations 7 29.2 9 37.5 4 16.7 4 16.7 24 100.0 2.79 Valuable 7.66
Financing International Trade
7 29.2 8 33.3 5 20.8 4 16.7 24 100,0 2.75 Valuable 7.34
~ Development
-......I
Getting Started in Exporting 8 34.8 5 21.7 6 26.1 4 17.4 23 100.0 2.74 Valuable 7.33
How to Expand Your Export
6 26.1 7 30.4 6 26.1 4 17.4 23 1000 2.65 Valuable 6.64Market
Packaging and Transportation of
6 27.3 6 27.3 6 27.3 4 18.2 22 100.0 2.64 Valuable 6.42
Products
Cultural Information 2 9.1 10 45.5 8 36.4 2 9.1 22 100.0 2.55 Valuable 7.01
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Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter was to present a summary of the study which included
the rationale, purpose, objectives, design and conduct of the study and the major fmdings.
Also presented were conclusions and recommendations, which were based upon analysis
and summarization of data collected and upon observations and impressions resulting
from the design and conduct of the study.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to assess the status of the food and
agricultural industry in a competitive global economy, as perceived by Oklahoma food
and agriculture product processors.
Rationale for the Study
Oklahoma is not the only state that Interstate 35 runs through. Five other state's
house parts of the interstate that runs from Mexico to Canada, making it the prime route
traveled by exporting industries. A proposed NAFTA trade corridor on 1-35 could
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increase the competitive edge of whichever state it was located in. In ord.er to entice
legislators to consider Oklahoma for the proposed corridor we must first detennine
Oklahoma's competitiveness as an exporting state and determine the perceived effect that
a corridor would have on food and agricultural industries in Oklahoma.
Objectives
In order to accomplish the purpose of this study, the investigation was directed
toward achieving specific research objectives with regard to the study population:
1) To detennine current exporting status of selected food processors and
agricultural producers in Oklahoma;
2) To determine the destination of exports from Oklahoma's food and
agricultural industry;
3) To detennine the role export's had on company sales of Oklahoma food and
agriculture exponers;
4) To define the reasons why Oklahoma food and agriculture industries are not
exporting;
5) To describe the perceived effects of a NAFTA corridor on Interstate 35
influencing food processors and agriculture producers decision in exporting;
6) To determine the sources of export information and assistance being utilized
by Oklahoma food and agriculture industries;
7) To determine the export educational needs as perceived by Oklahoma food
and agriculture product exporters;
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8) To determine the importance of available export services as perceived by
Oklahoma food and agriculture product exporters; and
9) To detennine the value of sele,cted export programs and services as perceived
by Oklahoma food and agriculture industries.
Design and Conduct of the Study
Various methods of data collection were considered and the mail questionnaire
was determined to be the most appropriate to satisfy the objectives of the study. The
large geographic area made personal interviews and phone surveys unfeasible and too
time consuming to incorporate in this study.
A twelve item questionnaire was developed and mailed to 546 Oklahoma food
processors and agricultural producers. The population was selected from the Oklahoma
Department of Agriculture's (ODA) 1995 Oklahoma Food and Agricultural Industry
Directory, ODA's 1997 Oklahoma Agricultural Products Export Directory and the
company list provided by the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture and Oklahoma food
and agricultural companies listed in the yellow pages on the Internet.
The first question on the survey instrument was developed to obtain demographic
information about the 546 processors and producers. The forced response question
utilized a combination of a nominal and interval scale. Items two, three and four of the
questionnaire pertained to exporters only and included three questions, which were
designed to determine the destination of exports and the percentage of exports went to
U.S. NAFTA partners. These questions were all forced response, with one question
utilizing a nominal scale, while two used an interval scale. In addition, the third part
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pertained only to exporters. Item five in this section contained one forced response
interval scale question which was designed to determine the percentage of company sales
derived from exports. Item six included a single forced response question which asked
the non-exporting respondents to rank order the selected reasons from one to six
regarding why they chose not to become involved in the export market.
The remaining portion of the questionnaire was developed to gather information
from both exporters and non-exporters. Item seven, a single forced response question
was used to determine the perceived effects of a NAFTA corridor on Interstate-35
influencing the respondents' decision to export. To determine the sources of export
information and assistance being used by processors and producers; item eight asked the
respondents to indicate all the selected sources of information and assistance listed. An
ordinal scale was utilized for item nine which required the respondents to rank their
answers according to perceived educational for entry into or expansion of export markets.
Food processors and agricultural producers were asked to rank order the selected items
one to eleven. Item ten asked the respondents to rank order, one to six, a list of export
services concerning their perceived importance to the respective firm or company. This
question was developed to determine which existing export services were considered
important to companies entering or already in the international market. The final portion
of the instrument included two questions, one of which was utilized to determine whether
not firms were willing to pay for export educational services, while item twelve
addressed the perceived value of selected export programs and services. The four
categories of value involved in the use of the four-point "Likert-type" scale were: 4)
"Extremely Valuable", 3) "Valuable", 2) "Some Value", and 1)"No Value".
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The survey instrument was mailed to members of the population which included
546 food processors and agricultural producers in the state of Oklahoma, during
November 1997. No follow-up was conducted because a portion of the study was time
sensitive information used in The Fund For Rural America proposal referred as an
initiative for International Trade Extension to Rural Communities of the Mid-Continent
(INTERCOM). A total of 52 surveys (9.5 %) were returned completed.
All questionnaires were returned to the researcher. Following the determination
by the author's graduate committee that the maximum number of responses had been
received, the data were then delivered to the department of Agricultural Economics'
Computer Center at Oklahoma State University for analysis.
Since the respondents were a self-selected sample of the study population of 546
food processors and agricultural producers in Oklahoma and all had the opportunity to
participate in the study; descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data. Frequency
distributions, percentages, mean scores, standard deviations, and overall ranks were the
statistics used to describe the data.
Major Findings of the Study
Demographic Information The respondents to the study included current
exporters, soon to be exporters and non-exporters. According to Figure I, the majority of
the 52 respondents (67.3 percent) were not involved in international trade. However,
almost six percent of the over 67 percent were currently working to develop an export
market for their product(s). A distribution of exporters by the number of years in the
export market was shown in Figure 2. More than half (17.3 percent) of the current
exporters have been in the export market for more than ten years, while half as many (7.7
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percent) of the remaining exporters have been involved in an international market for six
to ten years.
Destination of Exports The data reflected in Figure 3 was derived only from those
respondents currently involved in exporting and/or soon to be involved in exporting. The
figure shows 80 percent of respondents were exporting their products to one or both of
our NAFTA partners, Mexico and Canada. However, ten percent of respondents do not
export to either Mexico or Canada, and ten percent are uncertain as to where their exports
were gomg.
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 reported additional in-depth information regarding
destinations of exports by the number of years firms had been in the export market.
Figure 4 data represents the processors and producers that indicated "Less an 1 year" in
an international market. Half of the respondents in this category were exporting food and
agricultural products to Mexico and Canada while the other half are not exporting to
either country. Respondents that have been in the export market for one to five years
were represented in Figure 5. Fifty percent of the one to five year exporters trade with
Canada and the other fifty- percent were trading with both Mexico and Canada. The data
in Figure 6 should look identical to the data shown in Figure 5 since half of the six to ten
year exporters were shipping food and agricultural products to Canada and the additional
half were trading with both Mexico and Canada. Figure 7 had some surprising data. A
little over 11 percent of the food processor and agriculture producer respondents who had
been exporting for more than ten years do not know where their products were going. In
addition, slightly over II percent were not exporting to either Mexico or Canada.
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However, over 44 percent ofthe "More than 10 years" respondent group was exporting to






Figure 1. A Summary of Respondents by Export Status
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Exports Influence on Company Sales Exporting respondents were asked how much of
their company's total sales came from the export market. Figures 8,9, 10 and 11 showed
a summary of those results reported by the number of years in the export market. Figure
8 data represents the respondents involved in an export market for less than one year.
According to Figure 8, all of the "less than one year" respondents reported 25 percent or
less of their total sales were being derived from the export market. Likewise, in Figure 9,
all of the "I - 5 year" respondent group reported 25 percent or less of their total sales
coming from exports. Half of the "6 - 10 year" respondents represented in Figure 10,
reported 25 percent or less of their total sales from exports, while the other half of the
respondents were equally divided in total sales derived from export categories of 26 to 50
percent and 51 to 75 percent respectively. As seen in Figure 11, over 88 percent of the
"more than I0 years" respondents reported 25 percent or less of their total sales from
exporting, while the remaining 11 percent reported 76 to 100 percent of their company's
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Non-Exporting Factors The summary shown in Table XIV reports the factors which
discourage exporting as perceived by non-exporting food processors and agricultural
producers. Respondents were asked to rank order six selected factors from highest (first)
to lowest (sixth) which discouraged them most from exporting. The top three ranking
factors reported were; "Financial cost of developing a market", "Lack of info on entering
the export market", and "Not interested in exporting".
TABLE XIV
A SUMMARY OF SELECTED FACTORS REPORTED BY OVERALL RANK
WHICH DISCOURAGED EXPORTING AS PERCEIVED BY NON-EXPORING
PROCESSORS AND PRODUCERS
Selected Factor
Financial Cost of Developing a Market
Lack of Info on Entering the Export Market
Not Interested in Exporting
Lack of l.nfo on Foreign Market Needs









Influence On Exports A proposed trade corridor on Interstate 35 was the center of
concern for this section. Respondents were asked if the proposed trade corridor would
have any effect on their decision to export or expand operations. The data in Figure 12
showed that over 28 percent of respondents said that the trade corridor would have some
influence on their current exporting status. Over 32 percent of the respondents reported if
the corridor were currently present it would have no influence on their exporting

















Export Services The data shown in Figure 13 represented a list of sources that producers
and processors are turning to for export information and assistance. The data was
reported by the percentage of respondents that said they used each source. The source
that most processors and producers turned to for infonnation was the Oklahoma
Department of Agriculture. In addition, the Oklahoma Department of Commerce, U. S.
Department of Commerce and the U. S. Department of Agriculture's Foreign Ag Service
were also identified as highly used sources of information and assistance.
In order to assist Oklahoma food processors and agricultural producers with plans
for entry or expansion into the export market, it was important to understand their needs
for educational programming. The data shown in Table XV represented the processors
and producers perceived overall ranked educational programming needs for entry or
expansion into the export market. Respondents were asked to rank eleven export topics
according to their perceived needs. The three topics receiving the highest overall
rankings were (1) "Small Business Opportunity," (2) "Overseas Contacts," and (3)
"Getting Started in Exporting."
TABLE XV
A SUMMARY OF THE RESPONDENTS PERCEIVED EXPORT EDUCATIONAL




Getting Started in Exporting
NAFTA Export Regulations
Expanding Your Export Market
Financing International Trade & Development
Packaging & Transportation of Goods
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Figure 13. A Summary of Sources Used for Export Infonnation and Assistance
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The data shown in Figure 14 represented the respondents' willingness to pay for
the international export services. Five percent of respondents were willing to pay for
export services while 34 percent were not. In addition, 56 percent of respondents said it
depended on the fee and service offered and the remaining five- percent were uncertain of
their willingness to pay. The data in Table XVI reported each export service and
perceived overall degree ofvalue detennined by the mean scores. The degrees of value
were 4 = Extremely Valuable, 3 = Valuable, 2 = Some Value, and 1 = No Value.
TABLE XVI
A SUMMARY OF THE RESPONDENTS' PERCEIVED VALUE RELATIVE TO
MEAN SCORES BY SELECTED TOPICS ASSOCIATED WITH EXPORT
SERVICES
Export Services
Overseas Contacts with Foreign Markets
Small Business Opportunities in Exporting
NAFTA Export Regulations
Financing International Trade and Development
Getting Started in Exporting
How to Expand Your Export Market
Packaging and Transportation of Products
Cultural Information
Language Training






































Examination and analysis of the major findings provided the opportunity for the
author to draw the following conclusions:
(l) Typically, the Oklahoma food processors and agricultural producers in this
study did not export their products. However, food processors and agriculture producers
who export have been doing so for an extended amount of time.
(2) It was apparent that the respondents who claimed to be exporting or currently
developing an export market were exporting products to either Mexico, Canada or both
countries.
(3) Export sales typically made up less than one-fourth of the total sales for
Oklahoma food processors and agriculture producers in this study who were involved in
exporting.
(4) Apparently, non-exporter respondents choose to stay out of the export market
primarily due to the financial cost of developing a market and lack of infonnation on
entering the export market.
(5) Few Oklahoma food processors and agricultural producers in this study
indicated a willingness to increase or begin exporting their products if a trade corridor on
Interstate 35 was opened. Furthermore, it was apparent that the typical processor and
producer in this study was uncertain or did not see the proposed trade corridor as an
influence on their decision to export.
(6) It was obvious that the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture (ODA),




(USDOC), and the U. S. Department of Agriculture's Foreign Agriculture Service (FAS)
were popular sources of assistance and infonnation among the respondents in this study.
(7) It seemed apparent that small business opportunity, overseas contacts with
foreign markets, getting started in exporting, expanding your export market, and
financing international trade and development were the most critical educational needs
among the Oklahoma food processors and agricultural producers involved in this study.
(8) Furthennore, it was rather apparent that infonnation and technical assistance,
supply and demand networking, and training and mentoring were important export
service areas for food processors and agricultural producers in this study to receive
training and/or counseling.
(9) Depending on the fee and service offered, it might be possible to get the
responding processors and producers to pay for export services.
(l0) Based on the findings of this study, it was apparent that the respondents had
little doubt about the value of the selected export services made available by service
providers in this study.
(11) It was apparent, based on the findings that many food processors and
. agriculture producers in this study were unaware of "how" and "why" to be involved in
export marketing.
Recommendations
The following recommendations were made as a result of the major findings and
conclusions of this study:
(l) It is recommended that state and federal export service providers continue to
offer export infonnation and assistance. Furthennore, it would be beneficial for the
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service providers to consider the results of this study and similiar studies like this one
when developing export programs and information workshops.
(2) State and federal export service providers should work closer with the
Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service (OCES) to educate companies concerning the
benefits of exporting.
(3) Based on the major findings concerning destination of exports and perceived
influence of a trade corridor; processors and producers were exporting their products to
Mexico and/or Canada but did not understand the opportunities a trade corridor could
provide for their company; therefore, it was recommended that NAFTA regulations and
the importance of trade corridor development be a primary area of emphasis for future
educational efforts.
(4) Considering the study's findings regarding the influence of export sales on
total company revenues, it is imperative that educational workshops focus on "expanding
your presence in an export market" and "expanding your company's profit from exports."
(5) As a result of the findings, it was readily apparent that the processor and
producer participants in this study had little awareness of the export programs available
to them; therefore, it was recommended that export service providers re-evaluate the
advertising and marketing strategies for their respective audiences
Recommendations for Further Research
It was the author's opmIOn that further study concernmg Oklahoma's






(1) It would be beneficial to conduct a study of the marketing and advertising
strategies/techniques of export service providers in Oklahoma.
(2) Additional study should be directed toward identifying the most effective
methods of delivering educational programming and assistance to processors and
producers in respect to export marketing issues.
(3) Service providers should direct further study toward veteran food processors
and agricultural producers to determine their perceived benefits and advantages of export
marketing. In addition to determine their initial export fears/concerns versus their actual
export problems.
(4) A comparison of Oklahoma's INTERCOM major findings/results should be
made with that of Texas and Kansas. If the cultural export influence flows up-ward, the
comparison of results and findings should help to influence Oklahoma's future steps in
becoming more globally competitive.
Implications of the Study
To fully understand the implications of this study, it is important to take a look at
the fast pace of international growth occurring and how it will affect Oklahoma in the
upcoming years. The growing popularity and influence of Mexican culture into the
United States can be prominently detected south of the Oklahoma/Texas border. Texas
corporations and industries have enhanced economically by preparing and accepting the
Mexican influence that is continually migrating throughout the state. Today; Dallas, Fort
Worth and San Antonio airports make announcements in English and in Spanish. In





of cultural influence in Texas has effected the economy, food preferences and exports for
the state. While Oklahoma's annual exports were in the million dollars, Texas was in the
three digits billion dollars for exports. Geographically, Oklahoma is next in line to
receive the cultural wave that has influenced and boosted the Texas economy. How
Oklahoma chooses to receive the cultural influence that is rapidly moving up-ward from
Mexico, will playa large role on whether or not the state's economy grows from the
experience. This study clearly shows that Oklahoma export service providers have a
significant role to play in the preparation and development of a stronger Oklahoma
economy. Oklahoma food processors and agricultural producers have clearly stated their
perceived educational needs regarding export information and programming and the
reasons why they chose to not be involved in exporting. Many of the needs and concerns
listed by the firms are actually minimal issues when considering the overall picture of
exporting. Producers and processors are primarily concerned about issues that are easily
overcome in the export industry. Service providers should focus on the "scared" issues at
hand to ease the producers and processors minds and then address the more advanced
issues that may pose a problem.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS BY RESPONDENTS
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The following is a reprint of the additional comments and
suggestions/observations made by the respondents on the questionnaire.
"Department of Agriculture and the Department of
Commerce have been very helpful to us."
"My business would be very small potatoes - We make
herbal vinegars and seasonings but it is a small part of our
business."
"This is like flying blind - who wants what? How much?
Our breed association (Santa Gertrudis Breeders
International) sort of promotes international trade, but the
only beneficiaries are the old-line, big-name, big-money
South Texans. Our Oklahoma Cattle are very bit as good,
and although our herds may not be as big, we could co-op
some packages for export. We need help from OSU and
ODAG to extend the export market in our direction. Our
cattle are particularly suited to Central and South America,
but I believe would be hardy enough for Canada. But since
we are not in the South Texas "in-crowd" our breed
association caters to, we haven't had any international
trade. We did have lookers from Indonesia, thanks to
Haidar Haidary.
We're interested in your response to this. Some breeders
shoot strictly for the headlining, sale-topping lots, but that's
not the real world. We'd rather sell a set of heifers that
would be a foundation for someone. And we have them.
Oklahoma needs to playa role in the global agriculture
village, and we're tired of sucking the elitist South Texas
hind teat!"
"Very glad you are trying to offer this service in Oklahoma.
Small companies do not have the resources to do this on
their own."
"We are a new family run small business supplying fanned
venison to the OKC area restaurants and individuals. We
don't have enough meat to export."
"Too small to produce loads to export. Beef slaughter not
feasible in the state of Oklahoma - just check to slaughter
numbers. 1975 - 1997, 600,00071 - 11,000 est, 250077 -
44 head per day slaughter in the state. Why??"
83
"No interested"
"I am a retail store and carry approx. 140 Made in
Oklahoma Products. 1 also have over 180 spices and
blends of dried herbs, 37 coffees, 37 teas. I do not qualify
for this survey."
"Our business is very small and local. Health and age puts
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Oklahoma Coopt.',allve Exlen>lon s"rvice
D,vision of A~ricultu,alSciences and alural Resources
Olc.lahoma Stale Unlwr. tty
November 20, 1997
Dear Food and Agricultural Industry CEO's:
We are in the process of conducting a descriptive study concerning the competitiveness of the
U.S. food and agricultural industry in an increasingly competitive global environment.
Oklahoma food industry purveyors and food industry processor-distributors in the five other
states along the 1-35 corridor will be asked to provide input for the study. Your participation will
be vitally important to the economic development of the state. Since food industry leaders like
yourselves in Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Texas will be involved in this study; we
could not afford to not be involved. Therefore, we are asking you to share your insight and
experience concerning the food and agricultural industry and how you preceive it impacting your
operation(s). Your individual responses will be kept strictly confidential; only one person will
have access to the completed surveys and they will be destroyed upon completion ofthe study.
In addition, your responses will only be reported in the aggregate.
Again, we are asking you to assist us in making Oklahoma's part in this six-state study a model
for others to follow. If this is going to provide economic benefits, we definitely want to be in
position to design the outcomes of this venture in favor of Oklahoma Food and Agricultural
Industry firms. Please take about 15 minutes to share your perceptions. A postage paid, pre-
addressed envelope is provided for your convenience in returning the survey. If you have
questions please feel free to call Maryann WiUiams at (405) 744-6155 or Dr. White (405) 744-
8143 or Dr. Sanders (405)744-9834.
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Oklahoma Food Processors Export Surve)'
The purpose of this study is to determine the exporting
Informational needs of Oklahoma companies. This study is also
the preliminary step to determining if a NAFTA corridor along
1-35 would prove to be valuable to Oklahoma companies.
Thank you for participating in this study. To help us analyze this
data quickly, we ask that you please return this survey by
December 1, 1997.
1. How long has your company been exporting?
o My company does not export
o My company does not currently export but is working on
developing an export market.
o Under I year
o 1 ·5 years
06- 10 years
o More than 10 years
2. If you are an exporting company or soon to be exporting, does
your company export/or plan to export to Mexico and/or Canada?
o Export to Mexico
o Export to Canada
o Export to Mexico and Canada
o Do not export to either country
o Uncertain
(Questions 3,4,and 5 pertain to exporting companies only.)
3. What percentage of your exports go to Mexico?
o 25 percent or Less
o 26 to 50 percent
o 51 to 75 percent
o 76 to 100 percent
4. What percentage ofyonr exports go to Canada?
o 25 percent or Less
o 26 to 50 percent
051 to 75 percent
o 76 to 100 percent
5. What percent of your total sales come from export markets?
o 25 percent or Less
o 26 to 50 percent
o 51 to 75 percent
o 76 to 100 percent
6. Ifyou are a non-exporting company what factors have
discouraged your company from becoming involved in the export
market?
(please rank the factors from 1 to 6, with 1 being the highest
factor.)
_ Lack of infonnation about entering the export market
__ Financial cost of developing a market
__ Lack of infonnation about foreign market needs
__ Concerns about receiving payment, exchange rates, etc.




IOklahoma Food Processors Export Survey I
7. If a NAFTA corridor was opened along 1-35 in Oklahoma,
allowing your company's exports bound for Mexico and/or
Canada to pass NAFTA regulations and/or country customs
inspections in Oklahoma instead of country bordersj would a
corridor of this nature influence your company to Increase exports
or begin exporting to our NAFTA partners?
o Influence to increase exports to NAFTA partners
o Influence to begin exporting to NAFTA partners
o No influence on current exports or exporting decision
o Uncertain
8. Please mark an (X) by the following sources that your
company uses in acquiring information and/or assistance for
exporting.
o County Extension Office
o County Commissioners' Office
o Oklahoma Department of Agriculture
o U.S. Small Business Administration
o Oklahoma Department of Commerce
o Tulsa World Trade Association
o Oklahoma City International Trade Association
o Oklahoma District Export Council
o U.S. Department of Commerce
o Small Business Development Center
o Center for International Trade & Development
o U.S. Department of Agriculture's Foreign Agriculture
Service
o Local Chamber of Commerce
o Web Sites
o Other _
9. What are your company's perceived educational needs for entry
or expansion in the exporting market?




__ Getting Started in Exporting
__ Small Business Opportunities in Exporting
Trade Show Schedules and Information
__ Financing International Trade Development
__ Overseas Contacts with Foreign Markets
__ How to Expand Your Export Markets
__ NAFTA Export Regulations
__ Packaging and Transportation of Products
Other _
10. The following is a list of services currently offered to companies
entering or already in the international market. Please prioritize the
combined list of services, ranking from 1 to 6, with 1 being most
important to your company.
__ Training and Mentoring
__ Food Safety and Environmental Analytical Services
__ Education and Internships
__ Information and Technical Assistance
__ Supply and Demand Networking
International Extension and Trade
11. Would your company be willing to pay for the international
exporting services noted in question 10?
DYes
ONo




IOklahoma Food Processors Export S~~y I
12. If your company is willing to pay for "international
exporting" services/educational programming; for which of Additional Comments and Suggestions/Observations:
the following is your company willing to pay and what value
do you perceive each item to have?
(KEY: EV-extremely valuable, V-valuable, SV-some value,
NV-no value)
EV V SV NV
Language Training 4 3 2 1
Cultural Information 4 3 2
Getting Started Exporting 4 3 2
Small Business Opportunities
in Exporting 4 3 2 1 -0\
Trade Show Schedules
and Information 4 3 2
Financing International
Trade Development 4 3 2
Overseas contacts with
Foreign Markets 4 3 2
How to Expand Export
Markets 4 3 2
NAFTA Export
Regulations 4 3 2
Packaging and Transportation
of Products 4 3 2
APPENDIXD
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